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Abstract—This paper deals with feature matching and seg-
mentation of common objects in a pair of images, simultane-
ously. For the feature matching problem, the matching likeli-
hoods of all feature correspondences are obtained by combining
their discriminative power with the spatial coherence constraint
that favors their spatial aggregation via object segmentation.
At the same time, for the object segmentation problem, our
algorithm estimates the object likelihood that each subregion
is a commonly existing part in two images by the affinity
propagation of the resulted matching likelihoods. Since these
two problems are related to each other, our main idea to
solve them is to integrate all the priors about them into a
unified framework, that consists of several correlated quadratic
cost functions. Eventually, all matching and object likelihoods
are estimated simultaneously as a solution of linear system of
equations. Based on these likelihoods, we finally recover the
optimal feature matches and the common object parts by im-
posing simple sequential mapping and thresholding techniques,
respectively. The experiments demonstrate the superiority of
our algorithm compared with the conventional methods.

Keywords-feature correspondence; object segmentation; uni-
fied probabilistic model

I. INTRODUCTION

Feature correspondence [1][2] is one of the fundamental
problems in computer vision and lies at the core of many
applications including 3D reconstruction and object recog-
nition. Although the interest point detectors [3][4][5] can
offer the potential to capture discriminative image structures
robustly, it still has some limitations such as the ambiguity of
feature descriptors. The simple way to reduce this ambiguity
is to use the grouping constraint via object segmentation.
As a contrary concept, the well matched feature correspon-
dences can provide useful spatial information of the common
parts in both images for object segmentation. Since a few
feature correspondences can still be well matched even under
difficult conditions such as nonrigid deformation, occlusion
and illumination changes, they can serve as important cues.

Several works [6][7][8][9] have been proposed to segment
common objects in two images. In [6][7][8], the authors
follow the iterative match-growing strategy that forces the
correctly matched regions to grow better than the false ones.
Although their methods are applied to the recognition of a
particular object instance, the segmentation results can vary
drastically even for small deformations of the scene. The
work of Toshev et al. [9] is to find the feature and region
correspondences simultaneously. Their work, however, has a

Figure 1. An overview of our algorithm.

two-step iteration whereby segmentation is optimized in the
first step and feature matches are improved by identifying
only those matches that support the segmented region in the
second step.

This paper deals with feature matching and object seg-
mentation simultaneously, as they are strongly coupled prob-
lems. To solve these two problems effectively, we propose
a hybrid graphical model [10] of feature correspondence
and subregions, and formulate it as a unified minimization
framework that consists of several correlated quadratic cost
functions for both matching likelihoods and object likeli-
hoods. For feature matching, we add the spatial coherence
constraint to the matching objective, favoring spatial ag-
gregation of matched features via object segmentation. For
object segmentation, on the other hand, we add the saliency
region constraint to the segmentation objective, indicating
the common areas by feature correspondences. We easily
estimate these all likelihoods by a simple linear system
solver. As shown in Fig. 1, we finally find the optimal feature
correspondences (top) and the object segmentations (bottom)
by imposing the simple sequential mapping and thresholding
techniques, respectively.

II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Given two images {Ik}k=1,2, we generate a set of feature
correspondences L and two sets of subregions {Xk}k=1,2
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as follows. The local features are first extracted from both
images by affine covariant region detectors: the MSER [5]
and the Hessian Affine [4]. We then choose the M feature
correspondences L = {li}i=1,...,M with the condition that the
corresponding features represented as the SIFT descriptors
[3] are the nearest neighbors of each other. We generate
the Nk subregions Xk = {x(k)

n }n=1,...,Nk
from the image

Ik by using an unsupervised segmentation algorithm such
as the Mean Shift [11]. The subregions provide a weak
bottom-up constraint as regards the object shape, bridging
the gap between the features and the pixels, and providing
fast computation as well.

Now, the matching likelihood μi that measures how reli-
able a feature correspondence li is, and the object likelihood
ν(k)

n that implies how likely a subregion x(k)
n to be a part

of the common objects in two images are estimated by
simultaneously minimizing the following cost functions in a
hybrid graph.

2.1 Hybrid Graphical Model
We first construct a hybrid graph G = (V,E), where the

feature correspondences L and the subregions {Xk}k=1,2

are considered to be the nodes V = {VL∪{VXk
}k=1,2}. The

undirected edges E = {EL ∪ {EXk
}k=1,2 ∪ {EHk

}k=1,2}
are the links between pairs of nodes, satisfying the one of
the following conditions:

1) An intraclass-edge eL
ij ∈ EL between two feature corre-

spondences li = (f (1)
i , f (2)

i ) ∈ VL and lj = (f (1)
j , f (2)

j ) ∈ VL

exists with the weight wL
ij as follows [12]:

wL
ij = exp

(
−ψ

2
j (i) + ψ2

i (j)
σl · Δ2(i, j)

)
, (1)

where f (k)
i represents the feature of the correspondence li

in the image Ik. The function ψj(i) outputs the Euclidean
distance between f (1)

i and the projected point of f (2)
i in

I1 by using the estimated affine transformation from the
correspondence lj , and the function Δ(i, j) outputs the
Euclidean distance between two features f (1)

i and f (1)
j .

2) An intraclass-edge eXk
nm ∈ EXk

between two subregions
x(k)

n ∈ VXk
and x(k)

m ∈ VXk
exists with the following weight

w
Xk
nm if they share a common boundary in Ik, k = 1 or 2.

w
Xk
nm = exp

(
−
∥∥c̄(k)

n − c̄(k)
m

∥∥
σx

)
, (2)

where c̄(k)
n is the mean pixel color in the subregion x(k)

n .

3) An interclass-edge eHk
in ∈ EHk

between a feature corre-
spondence li ∈ VL and a subregion x(k)

n ∈ VXk
exists with

the following weight wHk
in , k = 1 or 2.

w
Hk
in = num

(
r(k)
i ∩ x(k)

n

)
, (3)

where num(A) is the number of pixels in a region A and
r(k)
i is the elliptical area of the local feature f (k)

i of li.

2.2 Estimation of Matching Likelihoods
We estimate the matching likelihoods �μ = [μi]M×1 by

referring the object likelihoods �ν(k) = [ν(k)
n ]Nk×1, k = 1, 2.

In the graph G, the quadratic cost function J L for the
likelihoods �μ is:

J L = EL
p + λEL

u + αEL
s =

M∑
i,j=1

wL
ij (μi − μj )2

+λ
M∑

i=1

dL
i (μi − μ∗

i )
2 + α

2∑
k=1

M∑
i=1

dL
i (μi − μ̄(k)

i )2,
(4)

where λ and α are the parameters, and dL
i =

∑M
j=1 w

L
ij

is a balancing value between EL
p and other terms. The

estimated likelihood μ̄(k)
i =

∑Nk

n=1

(
w

Hk
in /

∑Nk

n=1 w
Hk
in

)
ν(k)

n

is defined as the weighted average of its corresponding
object likelihoods �ν(k) .

The first term EL
p of J L in (4) means the geometric com-

patibility constraint between two feature correspondences.
It evaluates how well each feature correspondence matches
the other one in terms of the local affine transformation.
The second term EL

u is the unary constraint that a matching
likelihood μi should be similar to the initial confidence μ∗

i ,
computed by the spectral matching [1]. The third term EL

s

is the spatial coherence term of matched features that incor-
porates our prior knowledge that matched features should
form spatially coherent regions with high object likelihoods
�ν(k) synchronized with segmentation framework.

2.3 Estimation of Object Likelihoods
The object likelihoods �ν(k) are estimated from the match-

ing likelihoods �μ. In a similar way to J L in (4), the cost
function J Xk for the object likelihoods �ν(k) is:

J Xk = EXk
p + λEXk

u + βEXk
c =

Nk∑
n,m=1

wXk
nm(ν(k)

n − ν(k)
m )2

+λ
Nk∑

n=1
d

Xk
n (ν(k)

n − ν∗(k)
n )2 + β

Nk∑
n=1

d
Xk
n (ν(k)

n − ν̄(k)
n )2,

(5)
where β is an input parameter and d

Xk
n =

∑Nk

m=1 w
Xk
nm

is a balancing value between EXk
p and other terms. The

estimated likelihood ν̄(k)
n =

∑M
i=1

(
w

Hk
in /

∑M
i=1 w

Hk
in

)
μi

is defined as the weighted average of its corresponding
matching likelihoods �μ.

The first term EXk
p of J Xk in (5) means the color com-

patibility constraint between two neighboring subregions,
such as in [13]. It evaluates how well a subregion contains
the other one in terms of color in Lab space. The second
term EXk

u is the data term that favors the initial object

probability ν∗(k)
n =

∑M
i=1

(
w

Hk
in /

∑M
i=1 w

Hk
in

)
μ∗

i generated

from the initial matching confidences �μ∗ = [μ∗
i ]M×1 in (4).

The third term EXk
c is the co-saliency term that the feature

correspondences with high likelihoods have a tendency to
indicate the co-matched subregions.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. A comparison of our matching likelihoods �μ with the confidences
of the spectral matching �μ∗ in [1]. (a) Image pair. (b) Graph presenting
the matching errors in a high likelihood order.

2.4 Unified Approach
Since these functions J L and {J Xk }k=1,2 are related

to each other, we should minimize them simultaneously.
In matrix form, they are differentiated with respect to the
likelihoods �μ and �ν(k) , k = 1 or 2, and set to 0 as follows.

∂J L

∂�μ = �μ− PL�μ+ λ (�μ− �μ∗)
+ α (2�μ− SH1�ν(1) − SH2�ν(2)) = 0

∂J Xk

∂�ν(k) = �ν(k) − PXk�ν(k) + λ (�ν(k) − �ν∗(k))
+ β (�ν(k) − THk �μ) = 0,

where �μ∗ = [μ∗
i ]M×1 and �ν∗(k) = [ν∗(k)

n ]Nk×1 represent the
initial likelihoods. The matrices PL , PXk , SHk , and THk

are the row-normalized ones of WL = [wL
ij ]M×M, WXk =

[wXk
nm]Nk×Nk

, WHk = [wHk
in ]M×Nk

, and WHk
T by using

(1)-(3), respectively. They can be jointly formulated into
a unified formulation of all likelihoods �π = [�ν(1) ; �μ;�ν(2) ]
with the initial vector �π∗ = [�ν∗(1) ; �μ∗ ;�ν∗(2) ] and the matrix

P =

⎡
⎢⎣

1
1+β PX1

β
1+β TH1

α
1+2αSH1 1

1+2αPL α
1+2αSH2

β
1+β TH2 1

1+β PX2

⎤
⎥⎦ as follows.

�π = (I − C)P�π + C�π∗

= (I − (I − C)P)−1C�π∗ ,
(6)

where C =

⎡
⎢⎣

λ
1+λ+β IN1

λ
1+λ+2αIM

λ
1+λ+β IN2

⎤
⎥⎦ is

the diagonal matrix with three parameters λ, α, and β. I
and IM are the identity matrices of size (M + N1 + N2) and
M, respectively. Since (I − (I − C)P) is invertible, it can
be easily solved by a sparse matrix inversion technique.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We perform experiments to demonstrate the performance
of our approach to feature matching and object segmenta-
tion. We empirically set λ = 10−4 and α = β = 10−5 in

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. A comparison of our segmentation algorithm on the ETHZ toys
dataset. (a) Results by [7]. (b) Our results by using eq. (7) from the object
likelihoods in (c) .

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Examples of feature matching and object segmentation by our
algorithm. (a) Optimal feature correspondences between both images. (b)
Object segmentation results of test images.

(6) for all the test images. First, we compare our matching
likelihoods �μ with the initial likelihoods �μ∗ , generated by the
spectral matching [1]. For quantitative results, we used the
affine covariant region dataset 1 including the homographies
between image pairs. In this dataset, we tested our algorithm
with an image pair (‘img1’ and ‘img6’) of “Leuven” under
light variation. Fig. 2 shows that the feature correspondences
with high likelihoods �μ are more accurate, compared with
the spectral matching scores �μ∗ . Our algorithm has a stable
property that as the correspondence has higher likelihood,
its reliability increases. We note that owing to the geomet-
ric consistency and spatial coherence constraints, it works
robustly well to the outliers as long as enough inliers are
contained within the initial matches L.

For object segmentation, we use a model image I1 and
a test image I2 taken from the ETHZ toys dataset 2 that

1http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/ vgg/data/data-aff.html
2http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/ ferrari/datasets.html
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5. Finding the optimal feature correspondences by the sequential mapping method in [12]. (a)-(b) Feature correspondences from the likelihoods
�μ∗ of the spectral matching [1] and our matching likelihoods �μ, respectively. (c) Cosegmentation results of image pair.

includes 9 model objects and 23 challenging test scenes. In
our segmentation, the label y(k)

n of each subregion x(k)
n in Ik

is obtained by the following simple thresholding technique:

y(k)
n =

{
1 , ν(k)

n > ρ ·max (�ν(k))
0 , otherwise

, (7)

where ρ (< 1) is a positive thresholding value. A region
x(k)

n is foreground if y(k)
n =1 and background otherwise. Note

that despite significant background clutter in Fig. 3, our
algorithm gives better segmentation results with the detailed
boundaries, compared with the work of Kannala et al. [7],
that is based on an iterative matching growing method. Also
it produces fewer errors inside the object parts, since we con-
sider the color consistency between two subregions. Unlike
[7] which produces the segmentation as a sum of total model
views, we use only one model view. As shown in Fig 4, our
algorithm provides both the feature matching and the object
segmentation results reliably. To find the optimal feature
correspondences, we use the sequential mapping method in
[12]. We start by first selecting one correspondence that has
the maximum likelihood as a correct correspondence. Next
we reject all other candidates that are in conflict with it
by mapping constraints. We repeat this procedure, until all
candidates are either rejected or accepted. Compared with
the spectral matching [1], we can find more reliable feature
correspondences in the object parts, such as in Fig. 5.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a novel unified approach to solve the
feature matching problem and the object segmentation prob-
lem simultaneously. Our algorithm has several advantages.
First, we design a new probabilistic model to combine these
two problems in a principled manner. Second, the proba-
bilistic solution of this model is obtained by a simple linear
system solution. Finally, our algorithm gives reliable feature
correspondences and object segmentation results with clear
boundaries from unreliable initial matches including outliers.
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